Nine Communication Majors Hit Homeruns at 2014 Honors Conference

The following Communication majors will be presenting their senior thesis papers, completed during the fall 2013 semester under the direction of Dr. Jean Miller, at the Theodore Clevenger Undergraduate Honors Conference, held in conjunction with the Southern States Communication Association annual conference. The conference will take place April 4-5 in New Orleans, Louisiana. This excellent result explains why the George Washington University’s Communication Program continues to rank among the top programs in terms of majors who have papers selected for presentation at honors conferences.

Jamie Bender: "Saturday Night Live: Friend or Foe for Political Gender Equality?"

Whitney Drazovich: “Luxury Advertising and Gender Roles: What Louis Vuitton’s International Fashion Campaign Reveals About the Modern Woman”


Stephen Garner: “The Distractibility of Computer Mediated Interactions in Classrooms”

Kara Grandin: “Countering Criticism: Ann Romney’s Rhetorical Employment of the Feminine Style”


Ashlynn Profit: “I am Trayvon Martin: A Rhetorical Analysis of the Imagery Surrounding the Trayvon Martin Case that Created a Social Movement”

Justin Solar: “Perceived Intelligence of College Students Who Stutter”

Cyrus Sussman: “Identifying Identity: How Do English-Farsi Bilinguals Understand Their Communicator Style?”